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Digital drawing and animated software 2D KritaDeveloper(s) Crystal Foundation, KDEInitial released June 21, 2005; 15 years ago (2005-06-21)Stable emissions4.4.1[1] (29 October 2020; 46 days ago (2020-10-29)) [±]Preview released4.4.2 beta1[2] (December 7, 2020; 7 days ago (2020-12-07)) [±]
Repositoryinvent.kde.org/graphics/krita Written inC+, QtOperating systemdows, QtOperating Systemdows, [±] Repositoryinvent.kde.org/graphics/krita Written inC+, QtOperating systemdows, QtOperating Systemdows, macOS, Linux,[3] Android, Chrome OS[4][5]PlatformIA-32 and x64Size11-201 MiB
(varying according to the operating system)TypeRasterLicenceGLv3 graphics editor only[6]Websitekrita.org Krita (commonly called /ˈkriːtə/KREE-tî)[7] is a free and open source raster graphics editor designed primarily for digital painting and 2D animation. It runs on Windows, macOS, Linux, Android and
Chrome OS. It has an accelerated canvas openGL, color management support, advanced brush engine, non-destructive layer and mask, group-based layer management, support of vector artwork and convertible customization profiles. It is written in C++ using Qt. Krita's project name is primarily inspired
by the Swedish word crayon (or cotton), and a rita that means to draw. Another influence is from the ancient Indian epic Mahabharata, where the term cray is used in a context in which it can translate into perfect. [8] The history of the Krita Team in 2014 The initial development of the project could be
traced back to 1998 when Matthias Ettrich, the founder of KDE, showcased the Qt GUI hack for GIMP at Linux Congress. The idea of building a Qt-based image editor was then handed over to KImage, maintained by Michael Koch, as part of KOffice's suite. In 1999, Matthias Elter proposed the idea of
building software using Corba around ImageMagick. To avoid existing trademarks on the market, the project has undergone several name changes: KImageShop, Krayon, until finally completed with Krita in 2002. Krita's first public version was released with KOffice 1.4 in 2004. [9] In the years between
2004 and 2009, Krita developed as generic image manipulation software such as Photoshop and GIMP. The change in direction took place to the project in 2009, with new goals to become digital drawing software such as Corel Painter and SAI. Also from there, the project began experimenting with
various ways to fund its development, including the Google Summer of Code and funding jobs for students. As a result, the development gained speed and resulted in better performance and stability. [10] The Krita Foundation was created in 2013 to provide support to Krita's development. It partnered
with Intel to create Krita Sketch as Krita's marketing and Studio campaign with KO GmbH as a supported version for movie studios and VFX. The Kickstarter campaign has been used for krita's crowdfund development since 2014. Time Version Raised Kickstarter Stable Campaign Release July 2014 2.9.x
€19,955 Faster Development, better JPA support, layers, masks, brush, resource manager, display, etc. [11] February 2015 May 2015 3.0.x €30,520 €30,520 performance, animated support, layers, workflows, transformation, filters, brushes, etc.[12] May 2016 May 2016 4.0.x €38,579 Better text tools and
vector art capabilities, python script support, etc.[13] March 2018[14] On 23 May 2020, the beta version of Krita was released for Android and Chrome OS.[15][16][17] Pepper&amp;amp; artwork. Free web comic Carrot by David Revoy, taken in Krita Design and Features This requires additional quotes for
additional authentication please help improve this article by adding quotes to reliable sources. Unsourced materials can be challenged and removed. (January 2020) (Learn how and when to remove this template message) Krita's current version is developed with Qt 5 and KDE Frameworks 5. It is
designed primarily for conceptual artists, illustrations, matte and texture artists, and the VFX industry. It has the following key features[18] User experience designing Krita's right-click HUD, Popup-pallet (version 4.0) of Krita's most prominent features arguably UX design with graphic tablet users in mind. It
uses a combination of pen buttons, keyboard variables and icon-based HUDs to ensure that the often used functionality is accessible by fewer clicks, without having to search through text-based menus. The most widely used drawing commands can be accessed blindly by combining keyboard variables
with pen/mouse buttons and gestures: Command Input Brush size +/- Shift + Pen drag Pick color Ctrl + Pen tap Pan Pen button + Pen moving Zoom Ctrl + Pen move Pen move Button Rotate + Pen put buttonar + Pen moving Pop-up Palette is Krita's click Ctrl + Pen move Rotate Shift + Pen It allows
instant access to the following functionality: Color Brush See 10 set waistline aside the color of the Zoom selector Loading group preset Other FG/BG color display Rotate size, opacity, flow, Distance, a recent corner of the color of the Canvas-only Reset Mirror sees Control one of the many Krita brush
engines drawing krita core digital drawing tools included: Brush Drawing Tool Transformation tool Tablet Graphics supports intensity Adjustable interruption adjustable Disruption Free Position 9 different infinite brush engines and parallel straight commander Ellipse Rotate Modelled after real Splines
(curve) Freehand (lasso) High Scale tool adjustable Ellipses Polygon Shear recalls settings for each physical pen Perspective Outline Perspective Point-vanishing spot Fill Wrap Multi Sheet Drawing insisting on eye-catching Blue Cage Eye Fish Opacity Liquify Animated Creamita animation tool designed
for frame-frame raster animation They have the following features: The Similar Import Interface Interface interface to Adobe Flash Batch import frame Render with FFmpeg Timeline controls Output to individual frame Controls Behind Realtime Animation Output to GIF, AVI, MP4, and others. Yellow skin
exposure vector tool Krita Vector Krita tool uses vector tools for editing instead of the destruction of the following objects: Text Selection Of Traffic multiline, calligraphy) Vector Filling and Dreagging layers and Creamy Masks controlling Layers and Creamy Masks layers and features masks including:
Second-lining management masks to non-destructive masks Multi-level Layers Raster Layers Clparency Layers Vector Filter Layer Filter Drag-and-drop Masks Lining Fill layers of Layer Color Adhesives highlighting non-destructive layers of File Layer Altering the local preferred mask The customization of
the source manager Krita allows each brush or preset texture to be marked by the user and quickly filtered and loaded as a group. A preset collection of user-made presets can be packaged as a package and loaded in total. Krita provides many sets of such brush and texture packages on its official
website. The customizable tool panel is known as the Dockers in Krita. The action includes: 2 toolbar displays tailored to each docker Attach any docker to any side of the main window, or release to float the free buttons to collapse/expand each docker panel docker Group docker by the Workspaces tab
allows UI adaptations to different workflows to be stored and loaded on request. The quality of the text on the OpenGL Krita canvas with non-integer zoom, rotation and accelerated OpenGL View mirror cancer is used to accelerate Krita's performance. It provides the following benefits: Better frames and
response times: pen action can be reflected without improved delay in quality, fast and continuous zooming, panning, spin, wrap-around and reflective Requires GPU with 3.0 OpenGL support for optimal experience. In the case of Intel HD Graphics, this means Ivy Bridge and above. Krita Color Color
Loader Full color management is supported in Krita with the following capabilities: Assign and switch between Realtime color space proof of color, includes color blind mode supported models: RGBA, Gray, CMYKA, Law, YCbCr, XYZ Color depth supported: 8-bit integer, 16-bit integer, 16-bit floating point
point, 32-bit Floating point filter Krita filter G'MIC Krita has a collection of built-in filters It has real-time filter preview support. Filters included in the default installation: level, color adjustment curve, brightness/contrast curve, derivatives, auto inversion, HSV adjustment, pixel, rainbow, oil paint, blurred
gauscian, blurred motion, blurred, blurred, blurred, color to alpha, color upper/left/bottom/right channel tracking edges, sobel, sharp, mean removal, unsupported masks, removal of gaussia sounds, wave noise amplifiers, horrified emboss only/ in all directions/ (laplacians)/vertical only / with variable/horny
depths Krita's original document format is Krita Documents (.kra). It can also save many other file formats including PSD. Save file format to Krita Documents, OpenRaster Documents, OpenRaster, images, PPM, PGM, PBM, PNG, GIF, JPEG-2000, JPEG, Windows BMP, XBM, XPM, TIFF, EXR, PDF,
Gimp Images, WebP, SCML, ICO, TGA, CSV, QML Import only attractive ODG, Krita Flipbook, Adobe DNG, RAW Cameras, PDF, SVG, XML, XCF Export only [none] Art of mascot Foam Boxes Krita in 2014, featuring kiki Krita mascots are Siber squirrel kiki, robotics, anthropomorphics of character
squirrels created by Tyson Community collectively deciding The first version of Kiki was posted to the KDE forum in 2012 and used in the introduction handbook Krita version 2.6. [19] Kiki has been used as Krita's starting splash screen since Krita version 2.8. [20] So far, every new version of Krita has
come up with a new version of Kiki. Kiki was used for Krita's goods shop items[22] and Krita steam project artwork. [23] The Sprint Krita sprint event was an event where developers and Krita artists gathered for days, exchanged ideas and performed face-to-face programming, to accelerate development
and improve relations between members. 2005 Place Year Deadline[25] / Creator, Netherlands 2010[26] February 26 to March 7 Deventer, Netherlands 2011[27] 20 to 22 May Amsterdam, Netherlands 2014[28] 16 to 18 May Deventer, Netherlands 2016[29] 23 to 24 January Deventer, Netherlands
2016[30] 26 to 2 August, August 26 to 28, 2016 Netherlands 2018[31] 17 to 21 May Deventer, Netherlands 2019[32] 5 to 9 August Deventer, Dutch Variations Krita Gemini, optimized for tablets and touch interactions. [33] Krita Studio, a commercially supported version for film studios and VFX. [34] See
also free software portal and open source Comparison of GIMP raster graphics editor MyPaint Clip Studio Paint Photoshop List of computing mascots List of free software packages and open source Categories:Reference mascot computing – Krita 4.4.1 Removed. ^ Krita's first beta 4.4.2. ^ Krita Desktop.
The Krita Foundation. Receptioned 30 May 2016. ^ Foundation, Krita (23 May 2020). Krita Beta first for Android and ChromeOS in the Play Store. Krita. Receded 17 September 2020. ^ Krita - Applications on Google Play. play.google.com. Receded on 17 September 2020. ^ KDE/krita. Github. ^ r/krita -
How do you mention Krita?. Reddit. Receptioned November 13, 2020. ^ KritaFAQ - Krita Documentation. docs.krita.org. Archived from the original on June 6, 2017. Recedaled 22 July 2017. ^ Foundation, Krita. History | Krita. krita.org. Receded on 22 July 2017. ^ Foundation, Krita. History | Krita.
krita.org. Receded on 22 July 2017. ^ Krita: digital drawing of open source - Accelerate Development. ^ Krita: free paint app – let's make it faster than Photoshop!. ^ Krita 2016: Let's Create Great Text and Vector Art!. ^ content ^ Krita, a FOSS digital drawing application, now available for Android and
Chromebook tablets. xda-developer. May 25 Reached on September 17, 2020. ↑ Foundation, Krita (May 23, 2020). First Krita Beta Beta Android and ChromeOS in the Play Store. Krita. Receded 17 September 2020. ^ Krita - Applications on Google Play. play.google.com. Receded on 17 September
2020. ^ Foundation, Krita. Highlights | Krita. krita.org. Receded on 22 July 2017. ^ About Krita 2.6 Booklet (PDF). The Krita Foundation. Archived from the original on April 25, 2013.CS1 main: BOT: original-url unknown status (link) ^ Call for Splash!. Recededively on 22 February 2014. ^ Git Krita performs
a splash of Krita 2.8. Archived from the original on 22 February 2014. ^ Away, Maria. The awesome design by Tyson Tan!. The Krita Foundation. Archived from the original on 26 February 2014. Recededively on 22 February 2014. ^ Krita Steam Page. Recededively on 22 February 2014. ^ Tan, Tyson.
The Digital Drawing App cream is currently in Steam. Recededively on 22 February 2014. ^ Boudewijn Rempt (30 July 2005). And on the fifth day... valdyas. valdyas.org. Archived from the original on 25 July 2011. Receded 20 June 2011. ^ Boudewijn Rempt (March 15, 2010). The Second Crystal Sprint
Ends With Tea. KDE. KDE. News. ^ Boudewijn Rempt (2 June 2011). What Happens When Artists and Developers Come Together: Sprint Krita 2011. KDE. KDE. News. ^ 2014 Krita Sprint in Deventer, Netherlands. KDE.news. June 4, 2014. Recedived 16 July 2016. ^ Foundation, Krita. Kicking 2016 -
Krita Sprint first | Krita. krita.org. Receded on 23 July 2017. ^ Foundation, Krita. 2016 Krita Sprint: Day 1 | Krita. krita.org. Receded on 23 July 2017. ^ Foundation, Krita. Crystal Sprint Report 2018 | Krita. krita.org. Receded on 23 July 2017. ^ Foundation, Krita. Krita 2019 Sprint | Krita. krita.org. Receded
on 12 August 2019. ^ Foundation, Krita. Krita Gemini | Krita. krita.org. Archived from the original on 9 August 2017. Recedaled 23 July 2017. ^ Foundation, Krita. Krita Studio | Krita. krita.org (in French). Recedaled 23 July 2017. Wikimedia Commons external links have media related to Krita. Official
website taken from the
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